1 INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
==============

The clustering of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) is an important tool to understand the transcriptome. wcd is an open-source program which can be used to cluster large sets of ESTs, and is adaptable to shorter length error prone novel sequence technologies such as Solexa and 454. We have used wcd successfully to cluster low-pass genomic data as well as mixed EST and RNA sequences.

ESTs are on average 300 to 500 base pairs in length. As high-throughput technology is used to produce them, they are relatively error prone. The goal of EST clustering is to group ESTs according to their parent gene, i.e. two ESTs should be in the same cluster if they are products of the same gene. We employ a single linkage algorithm: initially each sequence is put in a singleton cluster, and then pairs of sequences are compared; if they have a sufficiently large overlap (or a sufficiently large approximate overlap), the clusters to which they belong are merged. Single linkage tends to produce elongated clusters, appropriate for the task at hand.

Computationally, the problem can be represented as a graph problem. The ESTs form the vertex set, and two vertices are connected if and only if they have an overlap. The clusters then are the connected components. The computational cost is determining which vertices are connected by edges (since potentially there are a quadratic number of comparisons).

Some popular tools for EST clustering are PaCE (Kalyanaraman *et al.*, [@B6]), ESTate (Slater, [@B11]) and xsact (Malde *et al.*, [@B7]). The assembler, CAP3, is also often used (Huang and Madan, [@B4]). Our tool compares favourably to these, as demonstrated in [Section 3](#SEC3){ref-type="sec"}. For a recent overview of EST clustering issues and tools (Nagaraj *et al.*, [@B9]).

2 OVERVIEW OF WCD {#SEC2}
=================

In order to decide whether two ESTs have a sufficiently large approximate overlap, we have to decide: how long the overlap should be (the *window* size); how we measure similarity or difference (what we mean by *approximate*); and what the error threshold should be (just *how* similar we want them to be). All of these are parameters of the clustering process. In addition, wcd provides a number of different features and ways in which the user can control clustering. Most of these are parameterizable.

2.1 Choice of distance function {#SEC2.1}
-------------------------------

wcd provides two ways of comparing ESTs for overlap. The default distance function used is the *d*^2^ distance function (Hide *et al.*, [@B3]), a biologically validated distance function for EST comparison, and is particularly insensitive to repeats and rearrangement. wcd has an efficient, published implementation of the *d*^2^ distance function (Hazelhurst, [@B1]). The user can specify word length, window size and error threshold. A memory efficient implementation of edit distance (Smith--Waterman) is also provided. The user may give the penalty matrix and threshold or use the defaults provided.

2.2 Heuristics for speedup {#SEC2.2}
--------------------------

The computation of *d*^2^ and edit distance are both expensive (quadratic in sequence length). wcd provides parameterizable heuristics which filter out unnecessary comparisons and speedup the clustering. Empirical testing has shown that the default parameters of the heuristics are very conservative: they do not affect the quality of the results, while speeding up the clustering by an order of magnitude. However, more aggressive parameters can speedup the clustering significantly and have a much smaller impact on the quality results than small changes to other parameters. In practice, clustering often has to be performed several times as the user explores different parameters or isolates problems in the data (such as low complexity regions and vector contamination not captured by available screening databases). Using aggressive heuristics for these early phases is particularly useful.

2.3 Merging, adding, constraining {#SEC2.3}
---------------------------------

Incremental clustering is supported: two independently clustered sets can be merged, and new sequences added to previously clustered sets. wcd will perform this merging and addition efficiently without unnecessary comparisons. Other user constraints which allow additional information (such as clone pairs) can be provided.

2.4 Reclustering---refinement of clusters {#SEC2.4}
-----------------------------------------

wcd supports successive refinement of clusters through reclustering. An initial fast but coarse clustering produces 'super-clusters'. The next step refines the super-clusters using a more accurate (and expensive) clustering step, possibly breaking the super-clusters into separate clusters. The rationale is that the basic clustering algorithm is quadratic in the number of sequences being clustered. If the initial super-clustering can be performed in sub-quadratic time, a reclustering will be much more efficient than a *de novo* clustering.

wcd also has a suffix-array-based algorithm for coarse clustering. This takes the raw sequence data and its suffix array to produce super-clusters based on the existence of common words of length *k*. wcd uses the sary suffix array package (<http://sary.sourceforge.net>) and has Python scripts to transform data. The word length can be chosen by the user but empirical testing showed that choosing *k* in the range 25--30 is conservative.

2.5 Parallelization {#SEC2.5}
-------------------

wcd has two modes for parallelization: distributed memory on a cluster of workstations, and a shared memory mode for symmetric multiprocessors. These two are integrated and wcd works well for a cluster of shared memory machines.

With the wcd MPI implementation for a cluster of workstations, effective parallelization has been achieved for large real datasets by well above 100 nodes (see [Section 3](#SEC3){ref-type="sec"}). Its Pthreads implementation for multicore architectures, on the other hand, achieves reasonable speedup for up to 5 cores.

2.6 Integration with StackPack {#SEC2.6}
------------------------------

wcd has been designed to integrate transparently with the StackPack system (Miller *et al.*, [@B8]; Reed, [@B10]), a widely used management system for EST reconstruction. wcd seamlessly replaces the proprietary *d*^2^-cluster algorithm within this package.

2.7 EMBOSS wrapper {#SEC2.7}
------------------

We implemented an EMBOSS wrapper for wcd which allows it to be installed as part of an EMBOSS system. This allows wcd to be provided by a web server to local or remote users via a GUI.

2.8 Other {#SEC2.8}
---------

There are further command line options that allow the user to produce output in different formats, produce statistics of the clustering results and explore the dataset.

There is a comprehensive manual distributed as a texinfo file from which PDF, html and an info page are produced on installation. A full description of the underlying algorithms can be found in a companion paper found in the [Supplementary Material](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn203/DC1).

3 EVALUATION {#SEC3}
============

The current version of wcd is stable and has been tested on a wide variety of datasets and used in a number of projects clustering human (Imanishi *et al.*, [@B5]), barley and rice ESTs and metagenomic data. Here we supply some comparative data with other popular EST clustering tools as well as data on performance (for more, see the [Supplementary Material](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn203/DC1)).

We used the default parameters of each tool. A change of clustering parameters can make a very big difference to clustering quality; however, a much larger study would be needed to isolate the effect of (a) the clustering parameters, (b) the heuristics used and (c) the basic distance functions used. The results below show that wcd is a good method for clustering of ESTs. However, as we have only tested each tool using its default parameters, we do not claim on this evidence superiority of wcd.

Our two main datasets used for testing are two sets of *Arabidopsis thaliana* ESTs that we call A686904 and A076941. The former is a set of 686 904 ESTs (all the *A.thaliana* ESTs in Genbank 162 between 100 and 700 bp in length). A subset of 76 941 ESTs were selected for reference purposes.

3.1 Clustering quality on real data {#SEC3.1}
-----------------------------------

We evaluated the output of four EST clustering tools. As the results of clustering are typically given to an assembler, we also compare to the CAP3 assembler. For data we used the A076941 set, and created a reference clustering by using the assignment of these ESTs to the tentative consensus (TC) sequences of the Arabidopsis Gene Index as cluster membership (Dana--Farber Cancer Institute, <http://compbio.dfci.harvard.edu/tgi>). The quality of the clusterings produced by the tools was compared to the reference clustering using *sensitivity* (SE) and the *Jaccard index* (JI). SE is the most important evaluation criterion for EST clustering: incorrectly clustering sequences together can be remedied at a later stage but incorrectly separating them cannot. SE is defined as *tp*/(*tp*+*fn*) (*tp*=true positives, *fn*=false negatives). JI balances SE and the number of false positives, and is defined as *tp*/(*tp*+*fn*+*fp*) (*fp*=false positives).

The method of using the TC assignment as clustering reference favours techniques that are less sensitive, because in sequence assembly, fewer sequences need to be grouped together than in EST clustering, e.g. products of alternative splicing.

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the relative performance of CAP3, wcd and PaCE on the full A076941 set. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} (Panel a) shows the quality of the clusters produced by wcd, PaCE and CAP3 compared to the reference set. The clone-linking options of both tools were not used in order to test their capacity to analyse sequence data. wcd remains significantly more sensitive than the others. However, as wcd is more sensitive, there are more false positives and so the JI for wcd drops. Maximum cluster size remains modest though (1.7% of the set) and so the increased SE will not create significant extra burden for the assembler. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} (Panel b) shows the comparison of wcd and PaCE with respect to CAP3, and shows the quality of the clustering produced by wcd and PaCE by themselves, and then the quality of first using the clustering tool and then giving the individual clusters to CAP3. Table 1.Quality assessment on the A076941 setSEJI**Panel a:** Quality against reference setwcd0.9330.476PaCE0.8350.636CAP30.7390.719**Panel b:** Quality against CAP3wcd0.9940.401PaCE0.9260.589wcd+CAP30.9930.980PaCE+CAP30.8530.828

We carried out further tests using seven non-overlapping subsets of A076941 to assess variability and to compare to the quality of ESTate and xsact (which are not capable of clustering the full set on our machine). Each subset was 10 k sequences (4M bp). [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} reports SE and the JI. The variability of the results shows the need to use several, diverse datasets for a full evaluation. Table 2.Sensitivity and Jaccard index on subsets of A076941 setCAP3EstatePaCEwcdxsactSensitivity10.6590.7090.6320.8090.83420.6590.7470.6620.8530.86430.6660.9050.8470.9500.95940.7050.8310.7590.9000.94150.8000.9070.8590.9600.96960.8130.8970.8860.9780.98270.8210.8780.8410.9170.929Jaccard index10.6490.4390.6720.4780.23020.6500.5410.6730.7020.25030.6530.6570.6150.7680.58540.6560.4560.6560.8280.41350.7820.5390.5420.5770.23560.7960.7130.7000.5040.24770.8190.7590.8370.9030.756

3.2 Curated EST set {#SEC3.2}
-------------------

Using Ensembl, we randomly selected 34 non-overlapping genes on the mouse chromosome 4, and used BLAST in dbEST to find ESTs that matched, producing in total 2294 ESTs. We created four reference clusterings M60, M100, M150 and M200: in clustering M*x*, all ESTs that matched a particular gene with at least a score of *x* were clustered together. Performance of PaCE and wcd are similar, with SE and JI both in the range 0.58--0.75, with wcd having slightly higher indices on all sets (data shown in [Supplementary Material](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn203/DC1)).

3.3 Robustness {#SEC3.3}
--------------

To test the robustness of the algorithm, we took the Public Cotton Dataset (about 30 000 sequences), then generated variants of this dataset by introducing different error rates at random. We then computed the JI of the sets with errors against the original set. The results are shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. They show that under the default parameters that wcd is more robust and capable of handling errors in datasets without loss of accuracy. Fig. 1.Robustness: Jaccard index of clusters from error sets with respect to original cluster.

In another experiment, we produced four series of artificial datasets with different error models, using the ESTsim tool (Hazelhurst and Bergheim, [@B2]). Each series consists of 16 EST files, each roughly 25 k sequences (10 M bp). The results, found in the [Supplementary Material](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn203/DC1), show that with their default parameters wcd and PaCE produce clusters of similar quality, but as the error rate in the data increases wcd\'s performance drops more gracefully.

3.4 Computational performance analysis {#SEC3.4}
--------------------------------------

The time taken to cluster ESTs is a function of the number of sequences and the number of bases (usually quadratic). It also depends on the actual data being clustered: ESTs that form many, smaller clusters usually will be much faster to cluster than those that form few big clusters. For this reason, it is important to base analyses on using several, different EST sets.

*Single processor* For our main study we used the A686904 set with a total of about 687k sequences/295M bp. We clustered the full set, and to explore the scalability of the algorithm also clustered subsets of ∼9.5k sequences/4M bp (70 subsets), 19k sequences/8M bp (35 subsets), 38k sequences/16M bp (17 subsets), 76k sequences/32M bp (8 subsets), 153k sequences/64M bp (4 subsets), 307k sequences/128M bp (2 subsets) and 613k sequences/256M bp.

The table below shows the performance of wcd in single CPU mode (Intel 2.33 GHz E5345, with 4G of RAM, 4M of L2-cache) for the different sizes; for the smaller sizes, the time shown is the average over all subsets. The time ranges from 10 s for a 4M file to just under 15 h for a 295M file. For the full A686904 set, memory usage is 166M (resident set size).

  ---------- ----- ---- ----- ----- ------ ------- ------- -------
  Size       4M    8M   16M   32M   64M    128M    256M    295M
  Time (s)   9.7   38   159   631   2562   10413   42936   53286
  ---------- ----- ---- ----- ----- ------ ------- ------- -------

For a performance comparison study, we used smaller datasets, since some of the other EST clustering tools had memory problems. Below we report runtimes (in seconds) and resident set size for wcd, CAP3, ESTate and xsact on the same system. For this comparison, we used the seven subsets of A076941 set described above (10k/4M bp each), and two publicly available datasets: the SANBI10000 dataset (10k sequences, 3.7M bp) and the Public Cotton set (30k sequences, 17M bp). On the Public Cotton set, ESTate and xsact ran out of memory; PaCE is not designed to run on a single processor.

  dataset          wcd        CAP3         ESTate    xsact
  ---------------- ---------- ------------ --------- ----------
  Arabidopsis                                        
  subsets (ave.)   8.62s/4M   309s/160M    72s/64M   42s/1.9G
  SANBI10000       7.4s/4M    75s/59M      49s/47M   40s/1.6G
  Public cotton    195s/10M   1470s/530M   --        --

*Parallel mode* Our experience is that on large datasets, wcd scales efficiently up to about 100 processors, though modest improvement can be expected after that.

The table below shows the effect of MPI parallelization on the iQudu cluster of the SA Centre for High Performance Computing. The cluster contains 160 nodes, each of which contains two 2.6 GHz AMD Dual-core (2218) Opterons with 16 G of RAM per node, running MVAPICH. We ran wcd in the mode of four MPI processes per node. The table below shows the cost of clustering the A686904 set with different numbers of slaves. The time drops from over 21 h on a single core, to under 15 min on 127 cores.

  ------------ ------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
  \# slaves    1       2       15     31     63     96     127
  Time (s)     76243   10652   4938   2583   1411   1132   878
  Efficiency   1.00    1.02    1.03   0.95   0.86   0.71   0.68
  ------------ ------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the relative performance of different size datasets on the C4 cluster of the Meraka Institute (3.6 GHz Irwindale Xeon CPUs), using 31 slaves for both wcd and PaCE. As data, we used subsets of A686904 up to 295M, and then a mixed set of ESTs added to this to see how performance scaled beyond this point. Fig. 2.Relative performance of different size datasets on the C4 cluster.

As can be seen, wcd consistently outperforms PaCE on all dataset sizes. The largest dataset tested the total memory in the cluster---we estimate the memory footprint of PaCE on a 695M dataset as about 95G across the 32 machines. The memory footprint of wcd was under 6G across the machines. However, the structure of the PaCE algorithm implies that beyond the 32 processor limit, it may benefit from the increased memory available much more than wcd and so the results here may not be indicative of PaCE\'s performance on much larger systems.

One potential explanation for the difference in computational costs is difference in cost between computing edit and *d*^2^ distances, but this still needs to be explored.

4 CONCLUSION {#SEC4}
============

We introduced a new EST clustering tool, wcd. It compares well to established tools such as CAP3 and PaCE w.r.t. its clustering quality on real data, while being more robust to errors, as measured by experiments with artificial data. It scales well and can handle very large datasets, as opposed to several of the other EST clustering tools tested. Its small memory footprint means that wcd clusters very large files on a single machine or small cluster, while its MPI parallelization allows it to be deployed effectively on a cluster of 100 or more processors.

4.1 Availability {#SEC4.1}
----------------

wcd is available under a GPL licence as an open source tool. It has been tested on different flavours of Linux, Unix and Mac OS X, and on different architectures. The MPI implementation has been tested on multiple MPI versions. It can compile and run in sequential mode without the availability of the Pthreads and MPI headers and libraries so installation is not dependent on these.

4.2 Future work {#SEC4.2}
---------------

Future work includes improving the parallel implementation to run well in a heterogeneous and very loosely coupled environments. We are investigating alternative efficient methods of pre-clustering and new heuristics for quick comparison of sequences. Some of the ideas of PaCE and wcd are complementary and it would be worth exploring how they could be combined.
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